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From the EdFrom the EdFrom the EdFrom the Ed    

Hi Mates! 

At last, we are back. Sorry for the 

delay of this publication. But never-

theless, we’re back with the break-

ing flashbacks of the month that just 

passed by. Finally the Unit Tests are 

over and we are left with enough 

breathing space….But as we all 

know...Happiness doesn’t last 

long...With the Annuals hovering 

over our heads, we better set back to 

work….But don’t worry guys, cause 

‘Black and White’’s always there to 

keep you abreast of all the latest 

happenings…...Wishing you All the 

Best for the forthcoming ex-

ams…..It’s us signing Off….for 

now!! Till then Keep Writing!! 
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THE HASTY BIRTHDAY PARTY 

The previous night, students rang up each other, deciding whether they would go to 

school the next day- 2nd January 2008, Wednesday.     

 I decided to go. It was a cool day and the sun was visible. When I reached 

school I found that I was the only STUDENTS COUNCIL member to be present. The 

assembly was over without any ‘news’ or ‘topic’. I wasn’t surprised as the school was 

reopening after the winter holidays.     

 The first period began. I think it was a proxy class. Nothing new was started 

as we had exams from the very next day and also because the number of class-9 stu-

dents was very less-6 or 8 students, that too after combining the two sections. 

 During the third or the fourth period Kachari Ma’am called me and said that 

I had to organize a cultural show for that day itself. It was our school’s- “27th FOUN-

DATION DAY”. God! I wondered whether I would be able to do that in so less time. 

 I asked Anjan to decorate the display-board that was on the stage. As he is a 

good artist, he did it well. Chandan Sir went and brought cakes and toffees. Our mu-

sic teacher- Anjan Sir prepared a chorus in no time. Finally it was announced that all 

students should gather in the assembly ground in the 6th period.  During the func-

tion there was a chorus by both teachers and students followed by an oath. I said the 

oath on behalf of the students and they followed me. It was Kachari Ma’am on behalf 

of the teachers. After then I distributed the toffees among the students.  

 Minutes later everybody sang ‘HAPPY BIRTHDAY FACULTY’. The cake 
was cut and everybody had a bit. Finally everyone dispersed and boarded the bus. 

Some were worried for the very next day we had exams. I returned home.  

 Now when I’m writing my memories after 1 month, I don’t remember it well. 

But as far as my memory serves me right, I think this was how the day passed. The 

day when my school completed 26 years. 26 glorious years…………. 

                                    By A.B.S Tarannum 

 

Orange house Foundation DayOrange house Foundation DayOrange house Foundation DayOrange house Foundation Day    

On 23rd of January the Orange House members celebrated 

the house’s first birth anniversary. A small program was 

organized in the last three periods where the achievement in 

the past year was summarized and goals for the following 

session were set. Wishes were given by the Vice Principal, 

Jugal sir, Dilip Sarkar sir ,the previous house coordinator 

and the present teacher coordinators. Songs of Dr Bhupen 

Hazarika, the patron of orange house were performed. The 

celebrations came to an end by cheers of the orange house 

members with the hope of more such successful  years ahead. 

   CONGRATULATIONSCONGRATULATIONSCONGRATULATIONSCONGRATULATIONS 
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Have Your   

     Say 
                           On 19th, the day      

         of the ULFA                                   

d                         Bandh, the num-

             ber of girls who 

turned out to school was more 

than boys, so do you think that 

girls are more courageous than 

boys? 

 

 

blackandwhite@ 

facultyschool.org 

 

                                 

 

 

B L A C K  &  W H I T E  

A TRIP TO SCIENCE EXPRESSA TRIP TO SCIENCE EXPRESSA TRIP TO SCIENCE EXPRESSA TRIP TO SCIENCE EXPRESS    

IIIIt was 11
th of January; a few students of Faculty H.S. School were chosen to go to the 

Science Express which had visited our city for three days. We left for the exhibition at 

around 10:30 am. Before that we were given samosas and 

barfis by Nivedita ma’am and Riti ma’am who also went 

with us for the exciting visit to the express. We reached 

there at around 12 noon. Some of our friends were also 

present there. We were interrogated by the manager of 

BASF kid’s lab. He asked us a few science related ques-

tions and also gave a few books as mini prizes. Just be-

fore we entered the ex- press for performing the experi-

ment we were given aprons to wear. As we entered the train we were also given safety 

glasses and gloves before performing any experiment. We performed four experiments. 

We liquefied cement enough to enable spraying, separated a color into its components, 

prevented a fabric from losing its color and made a super absorbent of which one 

spoon could absorb one litre. Then we got down from the train and took our bags, bid 

farewell to the trustees and set for our school. As we were running out of time we 

couldn’t visit the exhibition going on the rest of the express. We had a great time and 

this had been a memorable experience for all of us. 

              “A TRIP TO THE SCIEN“A TRIP TO THE SCIENCE CENTRE”CE CENTRE”  

  OOOOn Thursday, 10th January the Science Centre, Khanapara hosted a seminar regarding 

the total solar eclipse of 2009 followed by a presentation on black holes. The centre au-

thorities invited the students of our school along with the students of KV, Khanapara. 

Since it was not possible to take the entire Higher Section to the seminar, the teachers 

narrowed it down to two classes -- 7-A and 8-A. It was a great opportunity for not just 

the students but also for the lot of ‘science lovers’ who hadn’t been there for quite a long 

time or hadn’t been there at all. In other words, they got the chance to take an unforget-

table tour around the Science Centre with their teachers and friends. 

 The teachers - Nivedita Ma’am, Manas Sir, Santosh Sir, Jupitara Ma’am  took up the 

responsibility of taking the students to the Science Centre on the fixed date. Two buses 

were arranged for their transportation. Everyone started from school at around 9:45 

a.m. and reached the destination after a long one-hour journey. In the first-half everyone 

attended the ‘most-awaited’ seminar of the week, but after the first presentation itself, 

almost everyone wanted to leave the auditorium as according to the students it was quite 

long and boring - full of repetitions! On the other hand, some of the students, ignoring 

the technical defects, actually found it quite informative and useful. As the day moved on, 

the students began to enjoy their time and learnt about a lot of new things through fun in 

the Physics, Chemistry and Biology sections. The ‘Mirror Maze’ and the ‘Aquarium’ 

scored the most points and became the ‘all-time favorites’ of the students as well as of the 

teachers. 

 As the tour came to an end, everyone bought their favorite ice-creams and at last 

boarded their buses with genuine smiles in their hearts! 

POLL

16 %

81%

3 %

YES

NO

CAN'T

SAY

Please send in your responses in 

YES/NO/CAN’T SAY to 

the newsletter collection  box  or  

submit  it to  any  Editorial mem-

ber. 

LAST MONTH’S REPLY: 
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Glimpses of Excursion’08Glimpses of Excursion’08Glimpses of Excursion’08Glimpses of Excursion’08    

 

Unlike all other Sundays, this Sunday (20th Jan’08) was much awaited for all the 

class 9 students and teachers namely Mriganka sir, Jantu sir, Manas sir , Sushmita 

ma’am and of course me & why not?  it was the 1st day of our excursion. 

We all boarded the buses from our respective stoppages and the fun started the very 

moment, with some playing antakshari , others listening to i-pod, & of course chat-

ting which continued non-stop till the last day!!! Well! On the way we halted at “City 

Dhaba” for tea & pakodas , this dhaba was surrounded by paddy fields & hills, stu-

dents enjoyed sitting in small huts & taking snacks along with snaps! We resumed 

our journey & finally reached our 

much awaited destination 

“Brahmputra Jungle Resort”. 

We all gathered in an open space & took pledge for maintaining the decorum of 

our school during our stay at the resort. Everyone’s spirit was very high while 

approaching their respective campsite. The resort was very beautiful, sur-

rounded by the lofty hills, tall trees and very colorful too, as flowers were blos-

somed all over. Its undulating landscape makes all of us thrilled. I was almost 

carried away by the beauty. After taking lunch we played some fun games like 

blind target etc. Then it was the time for meditation, students were bit appre-

hensive about the idea of meditation during excursion but after the whole day‘s 

excitement and tiredness they found few minutes of meditation was very relax-

ing and rejuvenating. By the end of meditation they were fully charged for the 

next event. 

In the evening we had interesting indoor activities like skit, songs, imitations etc, it was a real fun. The same evening we had 

‘Treasure hunt’, where students had enjoyed a lot and they had shown unforgettable sharing attitude as the helped their 

classmates to hunt the treasure and won the price. 

Next day we all woke up early, few of us did jogging around the beautiful lake at BJR. After that we visited Pobitra Wildlife 

Sanctuary. Everyone was excited to see the one horned beauty of Assam, Ya…Rhino did play hide & seek game with us for 

some time, then after a while made an appearance with the family, we saw two adult Rhinos with a baby, moments were cap-

tured, we did see few wild buffalos & some migrating birds. The day was full of excitement, every one enjoyed playing 

cricket, ride on “Bahadur” the elephant, “Raja” the pony along with boat-ride. The delicious & mouthwatering food at din-

ner followed by bonfire was wonderful. 

On the 3rd morning of excursion we all went for trekking including rock climbing, the experience for all of us was just amaz-

ing. I was simply spell bounded by the sight of tea garden. After retiring from trekking we all had delicious lunch and it was 

the time to pack-up. 

Excursion gave the students a good opportunity to learn to be more responsible in the absence of their parents. They also 

learn co-ordination, co-operation, sharing & team work as the stayed and worked in 

groups during excursion. Through fun games and other activities they learn to over-

come their inhibitions. Excursion also facilitates informal & friendly interaction be-

tween the students and teachers and helps them to understand each other better. 

Our special thanks to Bhuyan Sir for his gracious presence during excursion. Al-

though students did play mischief through mid-night ghost-calls (sounding 

hooo….haa…hee…)  

                                                                                                                                                                    

                                                                                                                                                                                

- Meghna Verma Ma’am  
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PURE DEAD!!PURE DEAD!!PURE DEAD!!PURE DEAD!!                                                                                                                                                                                                    
-                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

The pure genre is dead!!! I’m serious. Let me give you the low-down as to why I think so….The music industry is changing. 

Over the past few years, the internet has become such a powerful medium, that music can be easily shared and promoted. 

There’s hardly any scope for a band or an artist playing a monotonous rhythm arrangement to get recognized.  

The whole process of record companies has changed in searching for the so called ‘Next Big Thing’. All of them expect 

‘ready-to-be-released’ quality productions from artists. All these factors contribute to the increase in difficulty to get 

‘noticed’ by record labels. You’re either unique or you’re nobody…That’s the story these days…I don’t even want to start 

on all the ‘neo’ subcultures popping up. You must have surely heard about the Techno Goths, Cyber Punks, rock mixed with 

hip-hop...blah…blah…blah.  

Nowadays even being a unique artist or band is no more unique. There’s so much to listen to. The reason I bring all this up is 

because I’ve noticed that fusion of genres, or the process of using elements of one genre of music to complement another is 

largely ignored or worse frowned upon by the Indian musician. In saying this I don’t wish to encourage Indians to start mak-

ing ‘Fusion Music’ as we Indians know it. Yet we should at least be open to experimentation in music. 

There’s a lot of good music out there. So try and listen to as much as you can. Take recommendations from friends who listen 

to completely different music. The web’s your ticket to all that music out there! 

And yes! Before you do all of this, start keeping an open mind when it comes to music. Trust me, music us a lot more fun that 

way!!  -                                                                                                                                                                                         

                                                                                                                                                                                          Kaushik Barua 

                                                                                                                                                                                                      (X-A) 

 

 

        MAGH BIHU LOTTERY         MAGH BIHU LOTTERY         MAGH BIHU LOTTERY         MAGH BIHU LOTTERY      

 

It was just another chilly winter morning and I hurriedly walked past the local primary school to catch the school bus. A 

small gathering near the school gate interrupted my usual pace. The local boy’s club had organized a lottery on occasion of 

Magh bihu at the school campus. The place held a festive mood but I didn’t seem to find anything interesting. And then I saw 

him…..He stood before me, a handsome, well built fellow. He possessed a well-groomed look. I almost caught my breath as he 

proudly paraded round the campus like any super model would normally do on the ramp. Round his neck hung a board 

“Moi Prothom Puraskar”. As my duty beckoned I couldn’t give him more time but I somehow couldn’t wipe out his face from 

my mind. I was deeply infatuated by my hand- some four legged object of observation! 

After that day, every morning I eagerly waited for a glimpse of him. I named him Johnny Bravo! 

By this time he had managed to attract quite a big crowd. A feeling of anxiety hung in the air, as 

everyone seemed to be apprehensive of his much-awaited fate. 

Finally the day arrived. The lottery results were announced on the Sankranti day. Since my school 

had a holiday I missed my usual morning has- sles. Unable to suppress my curiosity anymore, I 

excused myself for a stroll in the evening and hurried towards the school. My inquisitiveness 

grew as I found the area still occupied by Johnny’s admirers. 

Hurriedly as I went closer I found their eyes fixed on the club organizers office. Wondering what’s going on I peeked over the 

heads. There he was again…… with the same pomp and gaiety  he paraded once again but this time with a new board  hang-

ing around his neck….Moi Atiya Salot. 

Actually the lottery was won by a Marwari business person and Johnny was brought back and put on Sale. His fate was de-

cided already by the lottery organizers. He and a hundred others like him…………..!!! 

                                                                                                                                                                                 -Palavi Dutta Sarkar 

B L A C K  &  W H I T E  

V O L U M E  1 ,  I S S U E  4  
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A VISIT TO DIRGHESHWARI MANDIR: 

CLASS PICNIC FOR 7 & 8 

The students of class 7 and 8 were overjoyed with the decision of going for a picnic on 7th February. On that day all the 

students were in casual and stylish dresses. We boarded the bus at 

10:30 am. At that moment we came to know that we were going to 

Dirgheshwari Mandir. We thought that this trip would be boring. 

However, we did not have any idea of how much fun awaited us. We 

reached our destination at 11:30 am. Near the Mandir, there was a 

huge field where we played cricket, football and many other games. 

Then we had a light breakfast of bread, jam, honey and a cup of tea. 

Later, at 1 pm, we had a ‘Darshan’ of the temple. It was located on top 

of a hill. People who 

took the main path 

were totally tired. 

So, few others took a 

rocky shortcut 

which was danger-

ous but less tiring. 

The temple was quite fascinating and was built on a hill and a stream 

flowed by it. It was a great view where everybody took photographs. 

Some of us even had a dip in the shallow stream. The water was cool 

and soothing for our legs. We went to the interior of the temple and 

prayed to God. After the visit to the temple we all returned to the field 

and played a lot, after which we followed our teachers to the lunch spot. 

We had a delicious lunch of rice,dal, mutton and paneer. As it was get-

ting late we could not spend much time on the picnic spot and so we hur-

riedly boarded the buses.We returned to the school tired but happy. 

Through this article we would all like to thank all the teachers who accompanied us and made this picnic a successful and a 

memorable one.                                                                                     

                                                                                                           By Sunit Kr. Nandi & Shashank Saboo 

LIFE IN THE SLOW LANELIFE IN THE SLOW LANELIFE IN THE SLOW LANELIFE IN THE SLOW LANE    

Aysharjya Sarkar (8-A) 

Did you hear the one about the astronaut who got younger in his space flight? While this sounds like a joke, it also happens to 

be true! Time slows down when traveling at great speed in space, so space travelers age more slowly than they do on Earth. 

Albert Einstein figured this out in 1905, long before we started flying in space. Einstein knew that the speed of light never 

changes; it is constant. This means light always travels at 299.329 km per sec. “Time, however is relative” said Einstein, “it 

can change”. It changes according to the speed of what is measuring it. 

If the shuttle had been traveling near the speed of the light and had been gone for 

several years, the time loss would have been bigger. 

So, if you went on a very long space trip and the space craft could travel close to 

3,00,000 km/sec you would be younger than your current friends of similar age when 

you return to Earth. 

The faster the speed, the slower time passes. A very accurate clock aboard a space 

shuttle was measured after its return to Earth, it lost 2.95X10-10 sec for each second 

of the trip. 

                                                      

B L A C K  &  W H I T E  

V O L U M E  1 ,  I S S U E  4  
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REVIEW SECTION 

 

        MOVIE REVIEW– HALLA BOL!! 

MUSIC REVIEW– PINK FLOYD - The Dark Side of the Moon 

BOOK REVIEW— A THOUSAND SPLENDID SUNS A THOUSAND SPLENDID SUNS A THOUSAND SPLENDID SUNS A THOUSAND SPLENDID SUNS ---- KHALED HOSSEINI KHALED HOSSEINI KHALED HOSSEINI KHALED HOSSEINI    

V O L U M E  1 ,  I S S U E  4  

  

 

Rajkumar Santoshi is back with yet another film of his- Halla Bol. Through this story he tries to 

raise a question in everyone's mind and prick your conscience . The story's after a protagonist-

Sameer Khan, played by Ajay Devgan  who dares to speak against the injustice, the corruption of 

the society,and while doing so he makes himself the target of powerful people.  

More than anything else you get to see the excellent performance of Pankaj 

Kapur, Darshan Jariwala, Ajay Devgan and Vidya Balan portraying 

Sameer's wife…The film has an appealing story with excellent job done by 

the actors…. 

 

This record is a bible of all sorts for people who have an itch for classic rock. 

Roger Waters, David Gilmour, Nick Mason and Richard Wright got together in the sum-

mer of 1973 and gave birth to what has been called “the most thought out record of the 

century” by many. 

The Amazing thing about this record is that you never know when it started and you wish 

that it never ends. The record is filled up with funky bass lines, Amazing psychedelia and 

very fascinating lyric content. This record proves that Pink 

Floyd is not just a band but a concept. The first thing that 

catches one’s sight is the artwork on the album cover.  

The sonic experimentation and the tape effects used are lessons 

that musicians will take even a 100 years from now.  

Us and them, Time, Money, The Great Gig in the Sky and Brain Damage are songs that really blow 

you away.  Give this record a roll on your music player and be amazed on the genius of Pink 

Floyd……… 

Described as “vivid and compelling” by The Los Angeles Times,  A Thousand Splendid Suns is a 

breathtaking story set against the volatile events of Afghanistan’s last thirty years—from the 

Soviet invasion to the reign of the Taliban to the post-Taliban rebuilding—that puts the vio-

lence, fear, hope, and faith of this country in intimate, human terms. It is a tale of two genera-

tions of characters brought jarringly together by the tragic sweep of war, where personal lives—

the struggle to survive, raise a family, find happiness—are inextricable from the history playing 

out around them. 

 

Propelled by the same storytelling instinct that made The Kite Runner a beloved classic, A Thou-

sand Splendid Suns is at once a remarkable chronicle of three decades of Afghan history and a 

deeply moving account of family and friendship. It is a striking, heart-wrenching novel of an 

unforgiving time, an unlikely friendship, and an indestructible love—a stunning accomplish-

ment. 
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    MILESTONESMILESTONESMILESTONESMILESTONESMILESTONESMILESTONESMILESTONESMILESTONES    

Sastav Kishore Gautam of V-B recently performed at a drama competition in Cuttack as a part of the 

drama group ‘Seior’ from North Guwahati. Their drama‘Annunad’ bagged the third prize. 

 

Niyanjyoti Das of IV-B and Priyanka Das of V-B preformed at a dance competition in Cuttack that por-

trayed the life of Krishna and Balaram. They got a third prize for their performance 

POET’S CORNER: POET’S CORNER: POET’S CORNER: POET’S CORNER:     

LOVE LOVE   

                                                                 

 A thing very touching but cannot be A thing very touching but cannot be A thing very touching but cannot be A thing very touching but cannot be 
touched,touched,touched,touched,    
A thing very sensitive but cannot be A thing very sensitive but cannot be A thing very sensitive but cannot be A thing very sensitive but cannot be 
sensed.sensed.sensed.sensed.    
It’s a feeling that comes from within;It’s a feeling that comes from within;It’s a feeling that comes from within;It’s a feeling that comes from within;    
It’s a feeling that comes from within.It’s a feeling that comes from within.It’s a feeling that comes from within.It’s a feeling that comes from within.    
        
A feeling that shatters the darkness of A feeling that shatters the darkness of A feeling that shatters the darkness of A feeling that shatters the darkness of 
mind,mind,mind,mind,    
A feeling that makes us feel so kind;A feeling that makes us feel so kind;A feeling that makes us feel so kind;A feeling that makes us feel so kind;    
But breaking the silence and peace,But breaking the silence and peace,But breaking the silence and peace,But breaking the silence and peace,    
of a mind that is broader than seas.of a mind that is broader than seas.of a mind that is broader than seas.of a mind that is broader than seas.    
    
It’s a feeling so sweet;It’s a feeling so sweet;It’s a feeling so sweet;It’s a feeling so sweet;    
Brighter than a lamp ever lit;Brighter than a lamp ever lit;Brighter than a lamp ever lit;Brighter than a lamp ever lit;    
That makes all the birds around tweet,That makes all the birds around tweet,That makes all the birds around tweet,That makes all the birds around tweet,    
Which creates a bond tightly knit.Which creates a bond tightly knit.Which creates a bond tightly knit.Which creates a bond tightly knit.    
    
It is such a feel of life,It is such a feel of life,It is such a feel of life,It is such a feel of life,    
For which we may have suffer the pain at For which we may have suffer the pain at For which we may have suffer the pain at For which we may have suffer the pain at 
the tip of a knife.the tip of a knife.the tip of a knife.the tip of a knife.    
So beware, to always handle it with care,So beware, to always handle it with care,So beware, to always handle it with care,So beware, to always handle it with care,    
To live life as just and fairTo live life as just and fairTo live life as just and fairTo live life as just and fair                                                                    

 

 

                                                                  -Ankur (IX) 

 

The Dark Room 

I am alone, I am so lonely,I am alone, I am so lonely,I am alone, I am so lonely,I am alone, I am so lonely,    

Its so dark and nothing’s visible outsideIts so dark and nothing’s visible outsideIts so dark and nothing’s visible outsideIts so dark and nothing’s visible outside    

There’s no light I see, there's no hope I seeThere’s no light I see, there's no hope I seeThere’s no light I see, there's no hope I seeThere’s no light I see, there's no hope I see    

Though I know there’s a way out,Though I know there’s a way out,Though I know there’s a way out,Though I know there’s a way out,    

But I don’t  have the strength to find it,But I don’t  have the strength to find it,But I don’t  have the strength to find it,But I don’t  have the strength to find it,    

Am weak enough to go looking for it.Am weak enough to go looking for it.Am weak enough to go looking for it.Am weak enough to go looking for it.    

Everything’s black, but I know that ahead Everything’s black, but I know that ahead Everything’s black, but I know that ahead Everything’s black, but I know that ahead 
of thisof thisof thisof this    

There is a world, the world of happiness.There is a world, the world of happiness.There is a world, the world of happiness.There is a world, the world of happiness.    

The world, where someone will always be The world, where someone will always be The world, where someone will always be The world, where someone will always be 
there for me.there for me.there for me.there for me.    

But am I strong enough to believe in this But am I strong enough to believe in this But am I strong enough to believe in this But am I strong enough to believe in this 
new world?new world?new world?new world?    

Do I have so much confidence left, Do I have so much confidence left, Do I have so much confidence left, Do I have so much confidence left,     

that I’ll dare to step into it?that I’ll dare to step into it?that I’ll dare to step into it?that I’ll dare to step into it?    

I know that the new world is full of colors.I know that the new world is full of colors.I know that the new world is full of colors.I know that the new world is full of colors.    

But I don’t want to enter it…But I don’t want to enter it…But I don’t want to enter it…But I don’t want to enter it…    

I like to stay in the dark…..I like to stay in the dark…..I like to stay in the dark…..I like to stay in the dark…..    

To bear all the pain,To bear all the pain,To bear all the pain,To bear all the pain,    

To break down... To break down... To break down... To break down...     

To be to the extremes...To be to the extremes...To be to the extremes...To be to the extremes...    

Cause I’m already addicted to it……                           Cause I’m already addicted to it……                           Cause I’m already addicted to it……                           Cause I’m already addicted to it……                               

                                                                                                                                                                    

                                                                                                                                                                Krishnakshi (VIII)............    
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MIND’S EYE 

   What do you think does this picture say? 

Write a caption in not more then 30 words about 

your opinion of what this picture is trying to con-

vey. The best entries will be published in the up-

coming newsletter. 

Please send in your entries to any of the members of 

the Editorial Board. 

STUDENT EDITORS 

Anshul, Arnav, Aysharjya, Barsha,  

Himanshu, Jyotirupa,Kaushik, 

Krishnakshi, Madhurya ,Nilanjana, 

Ripunjaya, Rituparna, Sareba, 

Sucheta,  Surjya Prakash, Sitalak-

shmi,Tarannum. 

              ADVISORS 

♦ Angshurekha Choudhury 

♦ Mriganka Sekhar Hazarika 

♦ Jolly  Das  

♦ Loya Agarwala  

♦ Jantu Dhar 

            CONVENOR 

             Loya Sinha 

SPECIAL THANKS TO 

♦ Deepjyoti           
Chaudhury 

♦ Rohit Mazum-
dar 

PUBLISHER: Literary 
Club, Faculty HS 
School 

Winning entry  for last month’s  

“Mind’s Eye” - 

“The crow prophesizes in vain, 

Natural sorrow, loss or pain’ 

                                -Ankur Dutta (9-A) 

“For him the past is gone, 

And now– future beckons.” 

  - ABS Tarannum (9-A) 

B L A C K  &  W H I T E  
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RACK YOUR 

NOODLES!! 
1. Which galaxy is ex-

pected to crash with 

our ‘Milky Way’ gal-

axy in 2800 A.D. ? 

2. Which is the most powerful emitter  of 

radio waves in the universe? 

3. Which is the most Earth- like planet dis-

covered till now? 

     [Hint: Mars??? Oops! That’s the wrong 

 answer.]  

4. Who propounded the theory that black 

holes link to other universes? 

5. Which planet’s moon has Petroleum and 

Methane Gas deposits that can be used as 

fuels in our cars? 

   DISCIPLINE MAKES A PERSON 100% 

Discipline makes a person 100% in character. 

How? Just take the values of letters as; A=1, B=2, 

C=3……… 

Take these values in the letters of  the word like this: 

          D+I+S+C+I+P+L+I+N+E 

    => 4+9+19+3+9+16+12+9+14+5=100  

     HA!! You see,  

           So we can say that DISCIPLINE makes a person 

100%                
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